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It is hard to believe that the Fleet Arm lifetime of memories and experiAssociation of Australia is 45 years ences. Our youngest is in his teens
old this year.
yet to join the FAA but filled with
passion for his dream to do so.
The idea of a dedicated Association
was put forward during a Naval Ball We remain a unique group and
in Perth in 1975, when a group of ex- in this our 75th year of the forBirdies decided it would be for “...the mation of the FAA, I ask
good and welfare of each other’s those readers who are not
company.”
yet members to think about
signing up. You are one of
They recognised that FAA personnel, us.
both veteran and serving, with their
unique skills, experience and ethics, In the meantime, enjoy this bumper edition of “FlyBy”,
belonged to an elite cohort unlike any which not only brings you news, stories and articles,
other in the community.
but features a brand new ‘Heritage’ piece on the AerMacchi MB326 Training Jets of the RAN.
The first meeting was held in February of 1977 and Theo Bushe-Jones Marcus Peake. Editor. ✈
was elected Inaugural President. Admiral Sir Victor Smith agreed to become the Patron.
Although the Association was formed
in WA the concept had always been
to expand to other States and Territories, and to eventually form a National Body in Nowra, the home of the
FAA. The WA members worked tirelessly to make it so, forming first the
SA and VIC Divisions, and then NSW
in 1989.
At the 50th Anniversary of the FAA (in
1997) the National Body was formed,
as originally planned. Other eastern
States followed to become what the
Association is today.
Today we can look back at the foresight and energy of those who did
that foundation work. Our oldest
members are in their 90s, filled with a

1977

2022

COVER PHOTO:
The finale of the 2022
“Wings Over The
Illawarra” air show
featured Tracker 844
in front of a
spectacular wall of
fire, simulating an
attack by the FA-18.
Image reproduced
with the kind
permission of HARS.

✈
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In July of 1947 the Australian
Government approved the formation
of a Fleet Air Arm, and the purchase
of two Majestic class carriers,
together with Sea Fury and Firefly
aircraft and associated equipment,
two onshore Naval Air Bases, and
the recruitment and training of
maintainers and aircrew.
75 years on, today’s FAA will
remember.
Arrangements are still to be locked in but are likely to
include:
•

A formal reception at the FAAM on Sat 02 Jul. This
event will be by invitation and be a celebration of the
anniversary with local and military stakeholders.

•

An HMAS ALBATROSS Open Day on Sun 03 Jul.
Currently planned for 1000 - 1300 hours, a chance for
the community to enter the gates, walk a portion of
the runway and meet FAA personnel. There may be
static displays of current aircraft types and perhaps
some flying (to be confirmed).
So...keep those dates free and keep your eye on
next month’s edition of “FlyBy” to get the final
program with full details. ✈

Speaking of anniversaries, HC723 recently marked
its 70th with a HARS Naval Heritage Flight Iroquois
dropping in for the day to help mark the occasion.
Present too were past COs of the Squadron. From
L-R: Vince Di Pietro, Vic Battese, Allen Whittaker,
Stu Harwood, Pete Cannell, Steve Elms, Colin
Brightling, Mike Perrott and Sam Dale, the current
CO (Navy image). ✈
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Dear Editor,
I watched the Sydney Swans play the Footscray
Bulldogs last night.
Prior to the match the commentators said that the
Sydney Swans were wearing black armbands in
memory of Bernie Jeffrey who played three games
with South Melbourne (Sydney Swans emerged
when South Melbourne moved to Sydney) in the
1950’s. Like many other service people, he only

played a few games at high level due to being
drafted to other locations.

Dear Editor,
I attach a photo which I found in our family album.
Unfortunately it doesn’t have any caption perhaps some of your readers might know?
Cheers, Gil James. ✈

In a statement the Club said: “Black armbands are
being worn by Sydney in memory of the passing of
Bernie Jeffrey who played 4 games for the “bloods”
in 1956 along with the likes of Bobby Skilton, Fred
Goldsmith and Rod Clegg who all won Brownlows
for the Swans”.
I played with Bernie when we represented Albatross,
the Navy and Sydney Naval in the Sydney league.
Also caught up at a couple of the Brisbane Anzac Day
marches.
Thought you may have been interested?
Regards, Ray Guest.

Thanks Ray. Yes, Bernie played for the original Swans
back in 55/56 whilst he was posted to HMAS
Cerberus, although they were called the South
Melbourne Football Club back in those days.
He was a big bloke too, as can be seen in the photo
below taken in ‘61.
You can see his short Obituary here. Happy to add to
it if anyone has any more to say. ✈
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Dear Editor,
A ditty from the past when flying was dangerous and
sex was fun!
My career in the FAA commenced in '66 and lasted 20
years. I was a helicopter pilot and flew all types up to
and including the SK50 as pilot and instructor.
Occasionally I liked to "escape" to the "dark side" and
grab an A4 back-seat ride.
I took one such ride whilst I was an instructor in
HT725 on Wessex. The sortie was a 1v1 and my pilot
was friend and renowned A4 driver "Hamo" Hamilton.
After ten minutes of rocking and rolling, Hamo says
"check 5 o’clock I think he's there" meanwhile pulling
"X" g's to starboard.
I do as I'm told and strain as far back over my right
shoulder as I can.
"No" declares Hamo "he's at seven".
With that he rolls rapidly at warp speed to port. The
only item in the jet staying in one place was me!
"Aah, shit!" I declare into the intercom, feeling
something in my right shoulder had given away.
"Have you thrown up?" demands Hamo.
"No, you prick, you've stuffed my right shoulder!!"
I had to go back to 725 via sickbay to get my right arm
into a sling and I then explain to my SP why one of his
two instructors couldn't fly for a week.
I must have had a secret desire to be a "Knuck"
because when I was an instructor on SK50 during one
down time for that aircraft the late Errol Kavanagh
was CO of HC 724 and the late Charlie Rex was his
SP they trained me up to solo in the Macchi. As I was
in the first group of RAN pilots to train in
Pensacola I had no jet time. My first solo is
a story for another time!!
Further, as a testimony to my interest
in the dark side, I managed a couple
of Mirage rides whilst on loan to
the RAAF.

Off the coast of Penang at around 30,000 feet the
pilot, a friend formally from the RAAF helo world,
asked had I ever flown supersonic. At that time my
only other "Miracle" ride had been subsonic 1V1.
"No" I replied. "OK, handing over" he says. "Huh" says
I. "Handing over" he repeats.
"Ok, full "dry" with the throttle he instructs.
Surge in the kidneys.
"Now watch your pressure instruments you'll notice a
flick as the pressure wave moves down the fuselage."
"Slight trim change and we'll be through." At this stage
we're sitting at .95 Mach.
"OK, rotate throttle 45 degrees up and smoothly to full
"wet"."
A much bigger surge in kidneys and we're at 1.1
Mach.
"I have control! There you go, YOU just flew through
the barrier."
Although a little unspectacular, it was no doubt a
highlight of my military flying career.
Regards, K.J. ✈
Dear Editor,
I enjoyed the latest Fly By with the great shot of the A4
on the cat.
Can you tell what the load is on the outboard
starboard wing? Rockets air to air?
I don't remember seeing that type of load.
Cheers, Beachball.

By Ed. I’m sure there’s a few A4 folk out there who can
assist. Just email the answer here. ✈
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Our Concerns

Abuse
Compensation
Editors Note. The following letter may be of interest
to any veteran who believes they may have been
the victim of abuse during their time in the ADF.
Dear Editor,
By way of a quick introduction, my name is Tammy
Allwood, I work closely alongside Adair Donaldson,
a law firm based in NSW and Queensland.

Since the start of the Defence Force Ombudsman
reparation scheme we have assisted more than
300 veterans. Many of these were boy sailors/sol‐
diers/airmen who did their training at the likes of
HMAS Leeuwin, HMAS Nirimba, HMAS Cerberus ,
Wagga Wagga, Balcombe, Holsworthy, Singleton
and Kapooka. A lot of these men are now 60-70
years of age and have never spoken about their ex‐
periences. A lot of them figure that everybody went
through it so it’s no use complaining. As a result
they continue to suffer in silence. The Common‐
wealth to its credit has set up this process to at‐
tempt to give them some closure by acknowledging
the systemic failings but also making the payment
of up to $50,000. This is a significant amount for a
lot of veterans. As the payment is a reparation
amount it is a one-off payment that is tax free and
does not impact any other entitlements that they
may have. To be very clear, it does not impact
Gold Cards or any DVA benefits.

I have been asked to send you an email with some
finer details of the Defence Ombudsman scheme,
our hope is that we can call on a few of our contacts
like yourself to help share this important information We know that there are so many veterans out there
more widely. Our biggest concern is that the follow‐ who survived trauma under the guise of hazing or
inductions or who were assaulted by fellow mem‐
ing information isn’t readily avail‐
bers of the ADF. Examples
able, and to date many eligible
like being attacked in show‐
❝ Unfortunately, the
personnel wouldn’t have even
ers, being made to hang from
heard about this scheme.
Commonwealth is not
rafters, being humiliated in
Below you will find more back‐
front of fellow soldiers and be‐
advertising or drawing
ground on this scheme, we trust
ing assaulted with different
attention to the fact that
you find this useful. Further to
items. These behaviours are
this, I have linked here an article
no longer a secret. As you
the
scheme
is
about
to
that our team have had published
know the ADF has acknowl‐
end ❞
by Defence Connect listing vari‐
edged that these behaviours
ous FAQs and answers about the
occurred and it welcomes vet‐
process to help both past and currently serving erans coming forward and sharing their trauma as
members understand if they are eligible.
it gives them a chance to address the wrongs that
occurred.
Defence Ombudsman Background
Unfortunately, the Commonwealth is not advertis‐
Since 2011 we have been looking after both veter‐ ing or drawing attention to the fact that the scheme
ans and serving members who have experienced is about to end. As a result we are trying to reach
trauma during their time in the ADF. As you know as many veterans as we can to make them aware
initially veterans were able to apply to the Defence of the pending deadline. We are more than happy
Abuse Response Taskforce for a reparation pay‐ to provide anybody with advice in relation to their
ment to up $50,000 that did not affect any other en‐ rights pro bono. As someone who comes from a
titlements. Unfortunately, in 2015 this came to an military family and who has served himself I (Adair
end. Many veterans were unaware of its existence Donaldson) am committed to doing all I can to
and as a result they missed out on not only receiv‐ make veterans aware of this opportunity. These
ing the payment but also the acknowledgement and men and women have suffered in the name of their
apology for the systemic failings that allowed the service, and we want them to know about this op‐
abuse to occur. As a result of our combined lobby‐ portunity before they lose it. Further, as we have
ing the Govt then introduced the scheme through done for other RSL organisations, we are more
the Defence Ombudsman that allowed both current than happy to provide information sessions so that
and past ADF members to apply for a reparation your advocates understand the time limitations and
payment for cases of abuse. This scheme was what is required.
supposed to close last year but they extended it
until 30 June 2022 – only a few months away. I would therefore be grateful if you could circulate
It is very unlikely that it will be extended again. this information as far and as wide as you can. If
anybody has any queries I would urge them to con‐
What this means
tact us so we can provide them with more details of
Veterans who experienced trauma as a result of what it is required for them to lodge their applica‐
abuse must lodge an application to the Defence tion.
Force Ombudsman by the 30 June 2022. Failing to Tammy Allwood Executive Assistant
do so means they will be barred, and lose their 0481570188 tammy@donaldsonlaw.com.au ✈
chance.
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Around The Traps

Why Am
I Here
Today?
By David Prest

HMAS Norman - Navy Image

The model of the Norman in Sawtell RSL

A few weekends ago I went to an apprentice reunion in
Sawtell just south of Coffs Harbour.
In the foyer of the RSL there was a detailed model of HMAS
Norman, a ship that my father served on from 1940 to 1944. As
I stood looking at it, the only time I have seen the ship's details
up close, I was reminded of a story that my father told me.
Why am I here today? It’s all because of my father going to have
a meal and walking in a different path as opposed to his mate. It
was in the Indian Ocean in the middle of a big storm in
1942/1943.
To start:
My father was on the destroyer HMAS Norman dur‐
ing WW2. She had been built in the UK, launched
in October 1940 and commissioned in September
1941. It was one of the J, K and N class of de‐
stroyers of which 24 were built. My father was
posted to be one of the commissioning crew in
England while it was being built.
My father was a Navy Writer, i.e. Admin Clerk,
and was the Captain’s secretary. His place of
work was in the front of the ship (under the guns)
but his living accommodation was down the back
of it. The ship was basically divided into three parts.
Forward, Centre and Aft.
The forward section was where the dining, internal
working areas, admin area, stores area and senior
sailors and officers’ accommodation was located. The
centre section was where the ships propulsion section
was located. The aft section was the sailors’ accommoda‐
tion area where the majority of the 183 crew was located. It
was not possible to walk internally within the
ship from front to back. So, if you worked in
the forward section of the ship, those crew
members had to go up onto the open deck
then walk forward.
In rough weather,
safety lines were rigged to permit the sailors
to make their way from the rear of the ship.
My father would have lived somewhere in
the aft section where the 16 port holes are.
To leave that area he would have had to
exit from the semi-circular hatch in the mid‐
dle of the ship directly in line with the first
two port holes from the right and in front of
the single barrel gun.
So, on that fateful day in big seas, as he and
a fellow crew member exited the aft accom‐
modation area through the centre hatch, to
go forward. While he walked through the
circular ring (a gun mount) around the sin‐
gle barrel gun, his fellow crew member
walked around the gun mount and was
washed overboard and drowned. My fa‐
ther, a good swimmer offered to go and res‐
cue him but the Captain said ”We can’t af‐
ford to lose two people.” Also, the seas
were too rough to turn the ship around with‐
out endangering it.
So, my father walking through the gun
mount as opposed to around it on that fate‐
ful day is why 16 of us are here today. ✈
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Around The Traps

As our membership
base gets older we
hear an increasing
number of stories of
‘near misses’.

Case History 1
The subject was doing some
gardening. He felt a bit breathless
and had to take frequent rests. The
next day he mentioned it casually to
his GP who sent him off for a chest xray, ECG and something called a
Troponin blood test.
The ECG was good to go, however
that night the doctor contacted him to
advise his Troponin was off the
charts, and to get to hospital as he
was having a heart attack.
After a battery of tests including
angiogram (and still nothing on the
ECG) he was informed by the head
of Cardiology that he was a walking
time-bomb.
An emergency quadruple heart bypass followed in short order. He is
now at home waiting for the sternum
to re-knit and then rehab – but
considers himself extremely lucky as
he had a non-stemi, which is known
as ‘the silent killer’.

Case History 2
A veteran of 72 noticed intermittent
impaired vision in one eye, which
manifested itself as a temporary
blurring from time to time, obscuring
half the field of vision for a few
seconds before clearing.
After a few days he contacted his
local optometrist who detected gross
inflammation of the left optic nerve.

They were near only
because their
owners listened to
what their bodies
were telling them.
Do you listen to
yours?
He was sent immediately to an
ophthalmologist, who in turn
requested a series of urgent scans
including an MRI.

worsened. He was diagnosed with
extensive blocking of arteries in the
heart and an emergency quadruple
by-pass was performed.

The MRI showed two complex Dural
Arteriovenous Fistulas (DAVFs) at
the back of his head. These were
allowing spurious high pressure
arterial blood to enter the brain,
beyond the ability of the venous
system to drain it. The result was
swelling in both the brain tissue and
left optic nerve.

Less than a year later the patient
was diagnosed with rapid-onset
Alzheimer’s. Whilst it is not possible
to be definitive, there is suspicion
that the reduction of the blood supply
to his brain over an extensive period
may have been a contributory factor.

The individual underwent a total of
about 12 hours of phased brain
surgery to block off the Fistulas and
is now making a good recovery.
Had he not taken action on the
original eyesight issue, permanent
blindness and a high risk of strokes
would have followed in short order.

So, there you have it. Two
people who listened to their
bodies and did something about
it, and one who did not and is
suffering terrible consequences.
Which of these would you prefer
to be? ✈

Case History 3
A 70 yo went on a fishing trip up
north with a group of friends. He’d
been complaining of severe fatigue
and breathlessness for some months
but had done nothing about it.
Fortunately, one of the fishing party
was a retired cardiologist who, after
examining the man as best as he
could in the field, advised that if he
didn’t present himself to hospital in
short order he would die.
The patient delayed for a couple
more weeks but eventually went to
Emergency as his symptoms
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On the 1st of April edition of this magazine (hint!)
we asked readers to identify the strange hybridlooking aircraft pictured above. The only correct
response we received was from Anton Goater.
This was the “Vennet”, contrived by the engineers
of No. 12 Hangar at Abbotsinch which readers
will remember was originally a RAF airfield but
was transferred to the Royal
Navy in 1943 to become an
aircraft maintenance facility. It
was subsequently handed over
to the Ministry of Aviation in
1963 to become Glasgow
International airport.

following year by the engineers of No. 10 hangar,
who added a pair of fake wing-tip ramjets just
because they could.
We tried to find more photographs and/or
information on this unique Naval aircraft but
failed. If any reader has any, please contact the
editor here. ✈

LAST MONTH’S CAPTION
COMPETITION

The original Vennet was built in
1961 for Abbotsinch Navy Day.
The conversion involved an old
Sea Venom with its tail boom
and tip tanks removed and with
a pair of Fairey Gannet rudders
affixed to the boom attachment
points. A fancy ‘supersonic’
nose was fashioned, together
with two fake missiles mounted
low, either side of the cockpit.
The Vennet came complete
with a rather tired Ghost
engine and was taxied during
the Navy Day celebrations, “Henry’s improvisation was so ineffective, however, that the supervisor
reaching a speed of 90 knots
eventually told him to get off his ass and work properly.” (Marcus Peake)
and generating lots of noise.
The photo above is the “I’m just making a repair on the donk” (Andy Warwick)
Vennet Mk II, created the “Damn, I’ve got to get a bigger ass!” (Ray Godfrey) ✈
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This Month’s Mystery Photo

His month’s Mystery Photo is not a
thing - its a place. Can anybody tell
us where this is, and perhaps a few
details about what the establishment
did (apart from drill!). Click here to
submit your answer. ✈

FAA Wall
of Service
Update
Order No 49 for Wall of Service plaques remains open,
with names so far as follows:

Cummings P.T. R104121 CPOA Jul69-Sep90
Young C.R. R118661 CPOA Jan76-Jan96
Garside T.P. O122656 CMDR Apr77-Apr22
Gugliotti D.J. S116274 POATW3 Sep76-Sep84
Schmidt M.A. O129938 CAPT GLEN(E) Jan81-Jul11
Dudley J.B. A45206 LEUT (O) May 51-Jan60
The Wall of Service is a way to preserve your name and
details of your Fleet Air Arm Service in perpetuity, by
means of a bronze plaque mounted on a custom-built wall
just outside the FAA museum. The plaque has your name
and brief details on it.

far as we know, it is a unique facility
unmatched anywhere else in the world.
It is easy to apply for a plaque and the cost
is reasonable. Simply click here for all
details, and for the application form. ✈

VIETNAM VETERANS DAY 2022
This year is the 55th anniversary of the for‐
mation of the RANHFV, so I approached
the local Mayor last year for the RANHFV
and 9 Squadron Detachment be given
Freedom of Entry on VV Day in August
this year.
Due to floods, COVID and Local Govern‐
ment elections, a formal response has
been fairly slow in coming. However, I re‐
ceived a call on 13th April to say there is a
99% chance of it being approved - so this
is a heads up to start packing your bags
for a trip to Old Bar in August.
Dates are likely to be Tues 16th to Friday
19th. (to be confirmed). I Expect a formal
response from the Council after ANZAC
Day so I'll be able to give you more infor‐
mation then.
Cheers, John Macartney ✈

There are over 1000 names on the Wall to date and, as
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The Inflatable Aircraft

Design and development
The original concept of an all-fabric inflatable aircraft was based on
Taylor McDaniel inflatable rubber glider experiments in 1931.
Designed and built in only 12 weeks, the Goodyear Inflatoplane was
built in 1956, with the idea that it could be used by the military as a
rescue plane to be dropped in a hardened container behind enemy
lines. The 44 cubic ft (1.25 cubic meter) container could also be
transported by truck, jeep trailer or aircraft. The inflatable surface of
this aircraft was actually a sandwich of two rubber-type materials
connected by a mesh of nylon threads, forming an I-beam. When the
nylon was exposed to air, it absorbed and repelled water as it
stiffened, giving the aircraft its shape and rigidity. Structural integrity
was retained in flight with forced air being continually circulated by
the aircraft's motor.

Did You Know that an
Inflatable aircraft existed?
Here’s a snapshot of this
remarkable craft.

There were at least two versions: The GA-468 was a single-seater.
It took about five minutes to inflate to about 25 psi (170 kPa); at full
size, it was 19 ft 7 in (5.97 m) long, with a 22 ft (6.7 m) wingspan. A
pilot would then hand-start the two-stroke cycle, 40 horsepower
(30 kW) Nelson engine, and takeoff with a maximum load of 240
pounds (110 kg). On 20 US gallons (76 L) of fuel, the aircraft could
fly 390 miles (630 km), with an endurance of 6.5 hours. Maximum
speed was 72 miles per hour (116 km/h), with a cruise speed of
60 mph. Later, a 42 horsepower (31 kW) engine was used in the
aircraft.
Takeoff from turf was in 250 feet with 575 feet needed to clear a
50 foot obstacle. It landed in 350 feet. Rate of climb was 550 feet per
minute. Its service ceiling was estimated at 10,000 ft.
The GA-466 was the two-seater version, 2 in (51 mm) shorter, but
with a 6 ft (1.8 m) longer wingspan than the GA-468. A more powerful
60 horsepower (45 kW) McCulloch 4318 engine could power the 740
pounds (340 kg) of plane and passenger to 70 miles per hour
(110 km/h), although the range of the plane was limited to 275 miles
(443 km).
Operational history
The test program at Goodyear's facilities near Wingfoot Lake, Akron,
Ohio showed that the inflation could be accomplished with as little as
8 psi (544 mbar), less than a car tire. The flight test program had a
fatal crash when Army aviator Lt. "Pug" Wallace was killed. The
aircraft was in a descending turn when one of the control cables
under the wing came off the pulley and was wedged in the pulley
bracket, locking the stick. The turn tightened until one of the wings
folded up over the propellor and was chopped up. With the wings
flapping because of loss of air, one of the aluminium wing tip skids hit
the pilot alongside the head, as was clear from marks on his helmet.
Wallace was pitched out over the nose of the aircraft and fell into the
shallow lake. His chute never opened. He may have been knocked
unconscious and rendered unable to open it. Only 12 Goodyear
Inflatoplanes were built, but development continued until the project
was cancelled in 1973. (Ref: Wikipedia).✈
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REST IN PEACE
Since the last edition of
FlyBy we have been advised
that the following people
have Crossed the Bar:
Duncombe, James
Hitchen, Raymond
You can find further details by clicking on the
image of the candle. ✈

Bereavement Payment and Assistance
under the Veterans Entitlement Act
DVA may provide bereavement payments to help with
the costs that may follow the death of a veteran
pensioner, and a funeral benefit following the death of
an Australian veteran. A brief summary of the
bereavement payments and funeral benefits for
veteran pensioners and Australian veterans covered
by the Veterans Entitlements Act are set out as
follows.

AHOY SLIPSTREAM
READERS!!
There are over 340 readers of this magazine
who also receive “Slipstream” in hard copy.
Some have asked if it is possible to get access
to the extra colour pages that are only provided
in the digital copy, and also the URLs to various
links of interest.

Bereavement Payments

There are two ways to do this:

There are two types of bereavement payments that
may be paid for a deceased veteran pensioner. These
are for those who were receiving a disability pension,
and for those who were receiving an income support
payment. If a veteran pensioner was receiving both a
disability pension and an income support payment, it
is possible for the bereavement payments to be
payable in respect of both payments.

1. Change your mailing preference to receive
Slipstream digitally, rather than in hard
copy, or

Funeral Benefits
A funeral benefit is a one of payment of up to $2,000
to assist with the funeral and associated costs for an
Australian veteran or dependant. An application from
the estate of a deceased veteran or dependent must
be made on the DVA Funeral Benefit Form, D307and
submitted to DVA within 12 months of the veterans’
death.
Further information on the eligibility criteria and
entitlements for payment of bereavement payments
and funeral benefits for deceased veterans and
dependants, along with the DVA application form for
funeral benefits may be read here.

2. Even though you receive SS by snail mail,
you can still access an on-line copy through
the “Members Only” section of our website.
This will allow you full access to all colour
pages, and you can click on any link to be
taken to the associated feature. You can
also download it to your computer for later
perusal and/or printing etc. Note that you’ll
have to log in to the website using your
Username and Password to get access to
this section of the website.
Any questions or problems, ask the webmaster
here. ✈

Bereavement Payments under the Military
Rehabilitation Compensation Act
Eligibility and entitlements for bereavement payments
and funeral expenses for eligible veterans with service
after 01 July 2004 are covered under the Military
Rehabilitation and Compensation Act and maybe be
read here. ✈

LOOKING FOR JOHN EDWARDS
Trevor Rieck has asked if anyone knows the
whereabouts of John Edwards, FAA pilot, who
served at Albatross in the mid 80s.
If anyone can assist, please contact Trevor here. ✈
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Charlie Rex
Memorial
Service

At: The Fleet Air Arm Museum, Nowra.
On: Friday 27th May 2022.
Commencing: 1130 am for the Service and 1300 for
the Wake (at The Stableford, Worrogee Sports).
You are requested to register if you intend to come
along, to help with planning.
Full details, including registration form, transport arrangements, venues and accommodation options
can be seen here. ✈

Asked and Answered

WHAT WAS THE MOST CHALLENGING
PART OF ACHIEVING YOUR AVIATION
QUALIFICATION?
We all went through training to become what we
were: eg Technical Sailors, Air Traffic Controllers,
Engineering Officers or Aircrew.
Tell us in a few words what the most challenging
part of this journey was. It might have been
examinations, the way the training was
structured or perhaps even the students/
instructors you endured.
Your contributions will be published in the
next edition. It might reveal a surprising
trend! Click here to email your answer. ✈
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Geoff Litchfield Tribute video

After more than two years of constant effort, the
FAAAA has been successful in having the signage
for the Errol Kavanagh Oval replaced.
The old wooden sign (inset), which was erected not long
after Errol’s tragic accident, had become decrepit and
neither reflected the gravitas for which it had been
commissioned, nor explained why the oval was named
after him.
The new sign is of all-metal construction and features
bold, modern text and a depiction of Navy wings. The
citation reads:

The family of Geoff Litchfield have put together a
tribute video of his life, most of which was devoted to
aviation. It’s beautifully presented with lots of
nostalgic memories of the Fleet Air Arm of the time.
You can view it here. ✈

A little less than five years
after the formation of our
FAA, 723 Squadron was
re-commissioned, and it’s
been in service ever since.
This means its just cele‐
brated 70 years of dedi‐
cated service.

“Errol Martin Kavanagh served as a pilot in the Fleet Air
Arm of the Royal Australian Navy, rising to the rank of
Commander. He left that Service in 1987 to pursue a
career in corporate aviation.
On Saturday 13 March 1993, Errol took off from Canberra
airport flying a privately owned MIG-15 jet. Shortly after
take off the aircraft suffered a catastrophic fire which
affected its control. It entered a steep nose-down attitude
before impacting the ground not far from this site.
In the final seconds of controlled flight, Errol was able to
avoid this sports oval which was crowded with players
and spectators. His selfless and heroic action
undoubtedly saved many lives, and was consistent with
his integrity and professionalism as a husband, father and
aviator. This oval is therefore named in his honour.” ✈

723 has the distinction of
not only being the longest serving unit in the FAA, but the
most diverse, with the highest number of aircraft types on
charge (17), the most diverse workforce to fly and maintain
them and, arguably, the busiest tasking: in short, it has a
very long and distinguished history.
You can see an excellent compilation of the Squadron’s
history here, with lots of nostalgia!
Happy birthday, 723. You have done us proud. ✈
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Around The Traps

Tracker 844 Flies Again

Photos: Howard Mitchell via HARS

1

2

3

4

See Brilliant Video of Warbird FlyPast

5

As promised in the last Edition, here are
the photos of Navy Heritage Flight Tracker
844 finally taking to the air after nearly 2½
years with its wheels firmly on the ground.
The veteran aircraft was scheduled to take
part in the Canberra Air Show on 4th April,
but the weather clamped in and so the
flights were local to Albion Park, NSW.
[1] After weeks of wet weather, the sungod came out and even put on a rainbow
to welcome 844 onto the tarmac. [2] Chris
Smallhorn and Owen Nicholls discuss the
forthcoming flight. [3] A HARS video man
interviews Terry Hetherington, the project
manager for 844’s restoration to flight. [5]
The Tracker taxies past the PC-3 Orion,
which was also scheduled to fly at
Canberra’s Air Day, and [5] Airborne at
last! A great shot of 844 as she lifts off.✈
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MISCELLANEOUS PHOTOS

Around The Traps

[1] The final Training Simulator for MH-60R has
been installed at HMAS Albatross. The Automatic
Flight Control System Trainer complements the
suite of Aircrew and Maintainer Training
Simulators. The AFCST provides in-depth fault
diagnosis, testing and maintenance training for the
MH-60R Auto Flight systems. (Photo via Facebook).
[2] Great photo of a cockpit view of a No. 75 Squadron
Skyhawk flying inverted while 'plugged' into the aerial
refueling probe, over the Central Plateau. (Credit: Air
Force Museum of New Zealand).
[3] HMAS Melbourne in the Sutherland Dock after her
collision with the USS E Evans in July 1969. (Photo
Peter Lucas-Smith via Facebook).

1

[4] SA Division ANZAC Day March 22 - About to
step off in Adelaide. "Wolf Man" Ian Lockett on
banner duty. (Photo John Siebert).✈

2
2

3

4
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PROJECT
108
the tale of a most
unusual sea venom
by Steve Long

Read About Ikara

T

he Australian designed and built Ikara was a
long-range anti-submarine weapon developed
for the Royal Australian Navy and used
internationally. Design and construction took place at

Aeronautical research laboratory- Fisherman Bend,
and the weapons research establishment- Salisbury
with flight testing of the complete package at
Woomera.
For flight testing of the missile’s guidance package
and the torpedo release gear, Three De Havilland
Sea Venom FAW.53s of No 724 Squadron Royal
Australian Navy were modified to carry out testing
under the operation name "Project 108"
•

•

•

WZ904 was modified to carry the Ikara tail fin and
guidance package under the port tail boom
(modification Sea Venom RAN/58). This aircraft
was used to simulate the flight profile of the
missile and to calibrate the ground-based
systems. In later years the Macchi MB-326Hs of
VC 724 squadron carried out the same missions
in the fleet support role. The Ikara fin was
mounted on the seat rails in the rear cockpit.
WZ935 saw the fin mounted under the starboard
boom on that aircraft (modification Sea Venom
RAN/61) 935 may have been configured to carry
the fin on either boom but this has not been
confirmed.
WZ.897 (the first Sea Venom to fly in Australia)
was to be the drop test aircraft for the Ikara
torpedo release gear. The radar, gun sight and
two port side cannons were removed. Twin

cameras were mounted in the port side of the gun
bay with a window cut into the gun bay door and
mounting points under the port wing for the Ikara
release gear. Eight x 60lb dummy rockets were
carried under the starboard wing to
counterbalance the load carried on the port
(modification Sea Venom RAN/59).
WZ.897 was retired from service sometime after
1968 and was stored by Hawker de Havilland’s at
Bankstown in a partially disassembled state. The
cockpit pod was obtained by the Sydney Technical
college in 1972 and used for parts for the training aid
Sea Venom WZ.910. The rest of the aircraft was
scrapped. 897's pod was eventually obtained by the
late Harold Thomas for the Camden Museum of
Aviation.
Restoration
I have been associated with the Camden Museum of
Aviation since the early nineteen eighties when I first
met Alan Thomas whose day job was with SAMR at
the time. Alan liked to visit the fledgling RANFAA
museum and have a chinwag. I had restored the
museum’s Sea Venom, WZ.895, to taxying condition
in 81/82 and was quite interested in the CMA aircraft.
The Camden Museum of Aviation was created by the
late Harold Thomas, a true legend of Australian
aircraft preservation. Harold’s foresight saw many
historical airframes saved from the scrapman and
preserved. But that is a story for another time.
Among its many exhibits the collection has one-anda-bit Sea Venoms. The principal one is WZ907, a
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WZ904 on the compass base at NAS Nowra. The fin fairing can
be seen under the boom aft of the wing trailing edge. The aircraft
survives today in the Beck collection at Mareeba Queensland.

pristine time capsule which, apart from a few
minor black boxes and missing cannons, is as
she was upon her discharge in 1964.
The “bit” was a forlorn fuselage pod, stripped of
almost everything useful and the cockpit dusty,
corroded and bare. Harold told me he had
purchased WZ910 from Sydney Technical
College and the pod had arrived in bits.
A brief look in the pod revealed little of interest
- loads of torn metal, cut wiring and corrosion.
The pod had been used for many years as
somewhere for kids to play and keep their
soiled mitts off the other exhibits. Alan said
there was probably enough parts in the
collection to put it back together, but time
wasn’t there. I did find the remains of a serial
number under a torn strip of fabric hanging
from the cockpit wall “WZ897,” so least I now
had an identity.
Fast forwarding to 2015. It had been quite a
few years since the passing of the museum
founders and the museum was seeing many
changes under the leadership of the museum
director Nicole Thomas. The collection was
moved into more viewing-friendly positions and
many hours had been spent by volunteers
cataloguing artefacts and photos. Another
group sorted through mountains of parts and
manuals.
I had spent some years on WZ907 carrying out
repairs as required, replacing missing bits and
working through measures to conserve the
airframe. 907 can now boast functioning
hydraulics and electrical systems and is
regularly powered up and the systems cycled.

Two shots of 897 releasing the Mark 44 torpedo (John Da
Costa).

Attention now turned to WZ897. We had
parked her over beside 907 mainly to keep
them together but also by a happy coincidence
when visitors enter the museum they walk
between a Sea Fury and a Firefly looking
straight at two Sea Venoms.
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I started with a full inspection of the pod to ascertain
the condition and start a very long list of what was
missing. I was pleasantly surprised to find the
woodwork and fabric covering were in excellent
condition and the magnesium alloy had a lot of
surface corrosion but little pitting or missing metal.
A good clean out followed with the removal of several
kilos of loose bolts, dirt various dead critters and
under all that the aircrafts data plate.
The museum has a large collection of parts
purchased mainly from Simms metals yard when the
remaining Sea Venoms were scrapped and parts that
have been collected over the years. Most of the major
missing cockpit fittings were quickly located and
placed in storage.

The small panel behind the collimator bracket was
missing, a spare was scrounged and restored. A
set of oxygen and O.A.T gauges were installed into
the panel.
While the restoration continued many of the
modifications the aircraft had still remained a
mystery.
The clear window in the gun bay door, rearranging
of components in the gun bay and the fabricing
over of the gun ports pointed to some sort of
camera installation.
I was familiar with the Ikara fin fitting and the
Delmar installation but the window was in the
wrong spot and 897 wasn’t a Delmar bird so that
was ruled out as well.
Over the years I’ve managed to build up a large
selection of Sea Venom manuals one of which is
the RAN modification list, a weighty tome that I can
only recommend for those not keen on insomnia.
Perusing this work with some trepidation I
eventually found modification SEA VENOM
(RAN)59
“Installation of fixed fittings for IKARA Store
installation under port mainplane together with
associated cameras and electrical equipment”
The details given in the mod sheet exactly matched
897’s configuration and gave drawing numbers and
part numbers. Unfortunately many of the drawings
remained at Hawker de Havilland and have yet to
be located. So now 897’s heritage was known.

There was a battered instrument panel, sans clocks
still fitted but on removal was found to be badly
damaged and of very little use. A very bare panel was
located and after a clean was found to be 897’s
original panel. I set the panel up on a purpose-built
stand in my garage and over the next year rebuilt and
rewired it. Its been tested with both 28 and 115 volts
and works quite well. Fully restored it now waits to go
back where it belongs.
The gunsight shelf and collimator bracket were both
quite corroded so they were removed blasted
repainted and refitted. While they were out repaired
and repainted the windscreen frame. A gunsight has
been rebuilt and fitted as has the fire button bracket
and accelerometer.

As the pod was in such good condition and the
restoration proceeding well I started looking if 897
could be restored back to a complete aeroplane.
The museum had a good Ghost engine spare. All
that was needed was wings and tail feathers.
It is a sad fact that Sea Venoms haven’t faired well
in civilian life. Wooden fuselages and Mother
nature don’t mix and more than one Venom has
succumbed to the elements over the years.
Several airframes were located but were either too
far gone to be of any use or the owners estimate of
their value was somewhat unrealistic.
Two wrecks had been stored behind the RAN FAA
museum, WZ935 long time resident of Maitland
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airfield and WZ943, the famous Nowra pole sitter.
Later they were sold on to other interests and their
current location unknown.
I received a phone call from the then Director of the
FAA museum who knew of my interest in the two
hulks. Details were exchanged and I was soon
talking to a lady from West Nowra who had an
aircraft on her property.
A crew from CMA were soon onsite and spent a few
interesting days battling heat flies, annoyed ants
and one very cranky Kangaroo - but the remains
were disassembled and loaded onto several
trailers, and distributed between the museum’s yard
and my garage.
While in very poor condition the recovered parts
would enable 897 to be put back on her wheels. Sadly
there were no tip tanks, engine covers or a tailplane been sourced, cleaned and stored until required for
recovered.
fitment.
897 had had most of its wiring removed with side The fuselage fuel tank has been located and the bay
cutters. The radio bay had been pillaged with very little has seen the replacement of many missing parts
remaining. The radio bay doors on 943 were seized including those recovered from WZ943.
sold but with the subtle application of brute force and
ignorance these were soon opened to reveal a Engine mounts are in and have been check-fitted to
pristine compartment with all the wiring and fittings the engine. The firewall hydraulics have all been
intact. The only missing items were the two radios. refitted, as has the wing fuel line hosing.
These were liberated given some attention and Unfortunately the engine control layshafts and fittings
installed into 897. A TR.1936 VHF set has been fitted have been a challenge to find.
but the elusive PTR.170 UHF set remains to be found.
The canopy jettison gun, beam and latching assembly
While the wings and booms remain in storage were all missing. The gun was removed from 943 and
pending a suitable location to begin, the restoration
progress on the pod
continues.
The observer’s radio
panel
has
been
completed and installed,
as has the pilot’s UHF
panel. A UHF controller
was sourced from the UK
having previously been
installed in an RAF
Chipmunk.
A seat of seats has been
assembled and await seat
packs. All the missing
electrical panels have
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restored, however the other parts were too corroded
to use. The missing parts have since been sourced
with the kind assistance of Forgotten Warbirds in the
USA.
A full set of AI-17 radar for the cockpit is held. The plan
is not to install this until such time as details of the
IKARA installation become available.
The pod will be left in its current paint and fabric with
only conservation work to be carried out. The
remaining airframe will require repainting. While this
may give the aircraft a certain “Rat Rod” feel it is felt
the preservation of the original finish of the pod is of
prime importance.
897 will be returned to her last in service scheme as
864 / NW of 724 Squadron.
As with any restoration the fun is always in locating
missing bits. Any leads, rumours dits or tall tales
regarding de Havilland’s finest or parts would be
greatly appreciated. I can be contacted at
seavenom864@gmail.com.
Many thanks to John da Costa who kindly shared
photographs of his flights in 897 for the Ikara trials. ✈

NEXT PAGE...
The remaining pages in this month’s edition of “FlyBy” bring
you our latest “Heritage Feature”, but the concept is worth a
few words of explanation.
The reconstruction of the website last year heralded a few
unexpected problems: mainly, the deconstruction of many
of the website’s existing “Heritage” pages, with broken links
and skewed formatting.
Fortunately it also brought the opportunity to transition to a
new format: high definition digital PDF files which can be
viewed on any platform. These files allow scaling to any
size on your screen, and downloading for storage and/or
printing, should you wish.
You will have seen a couple of them in recent editions, such
as Brett Dowsing’s detailed article on how the FAA
transitioned to small ship Flights, and
Graeme Lunn’s history of the FAA in the
Sinai in the 80s.
Aside from new articles of this type, we
are slowly going back to re-jig the broken ones on the website. These will be digitally
remastered with a bright new format as well as extra photographs. Coming soon, for
example, will be a 30+ page (A3 size!) story of the RAN’s Skyhawks.
In the meantime you can see all of the published articles here (then click on the little links
to see General History, Fixed Wing, Helicopters or Theatres). Or you can click on any of
the selected ones pictured here to open them directly. ✈
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The
Fleet Air Arm Association of Australia

HERITAGE FEATURE
V6.0 27Apr22

MB-326H

By Kim Dunstan

I

n the 1960s, with ‘Cold War’ tensions and instability in South East
Asia, the federal government bolstered the RAN’s Fleet Air Arm
(FAA) by extending the life of the Sea Venoms and Fairey Gannets,
ordering the Douglas Skyhawk and Grumman Tracker aircraft; and re‐
placing the ageing DH Vampire trainers with CAC-30 Aermacchi
MB-326H (Macchi) advanced trainers.
After the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) took delivery of their new
Macchis, the RAN placed an order for 10 identical aircraft in 1969. The
first of the Macchis began arriving at Naval Air Station Nowra (NAS
Nowra) in September 1970, with deliveries continuing into 1971. Their
primary role was for tactical training of RAN pilots converting to A4G
Skyhawk fighter/bombers.

RAN CAC-30 Macchi MB-326H Performance
(subject to conditions)
Type: Land-based advanced jet trainer
Manufacturer: Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation
(Licenced by Aermacchi, Italy)
Number: RAN purchased ten MB-326H
Crew: Two - pilot and instructor
Wingspan: 10.74 m (35 ft 3 in.) with 70 Imp gal tip tanks
Length: 10.67 m (35 ft 0 in.)
Height: 3.71 m (12 ft 2 in.)
Engine: Rolls-Royce Viper Mk 22-11 turbojet, 2,500 lb thrust
Max speed: 439 kt (506 mph) (814 km/h)
Cruising speed: 300 kt (345 mph) (555 km/h)
Range: 816 nm (940 miles) (1512 km)
Ceiling: 12,196 m (40,000 ft)
Armament: 7.62 mm Miniguns and practice bombs

The RAN Macchis were shore-based aircraft operating from NAS
Nowra as part of VC724 Squadron and were not carrier capable. They
played an important part in training and in fleet support work until the
end of July 1983 when the RAN phased-out fixed-wing flying. The sur‐
viving airframes were then transferred to the RAAF.
Aermacchi MB-326 Origins
During the 1950s a global increase in the number of jet fighters created
a rapid demand for jet trainers. The Italian-built Aermacchi MB-326
was specifically designed as a dual-purpose jet trainer suitable for ab
initio and advanced training, quickly acquiring a name as an outstand‐
ing ‘lead-in’ aircraft for pilots converting to high-performance jet fighters
At Aermacchi the MB-326 project team was led by Ermanno Bazzoc‐
chi, who had initially designed it for the Italian Air Force. The first proto‐
type flew in December 1957 and after further tests and modifications,
series production began in 1960 with deliveries commencing in 1962.
The MB-326 proved to be a success with some 800 Macchis built.
Many were sold to foreign air forces, with others produced under li‐
cence in Australia, Brazil and South Africa.
Aermacchi MB-326 Basics
The Macchi MB-326’s all-metal construction was straight forward and
robust. Its low wings had flaps, ailerons, tip tanks, and mid-wing fences
to aid airflow, with jet intakes at the wing roots. The tandem two-seat
cockpit was pressurised and fitted with Martin Baker Mk4a ejection
seats. The bubble canopy and windscreen anti-icing provided good vis‐
ibility. The Rolls-Royce Viper turbojet was centred in the fuselage aft of
the wings with the jet pipe exiting at the empennage. A speed brake
was located on the underside of the fuselage.
The Macchi was popular, easy to fly and fully aerobatic. The Viper en‐
gine was responsive, coping well with trainee pilots and those new to
jet engines. Airframe buffeting gave early warning of a stall. Recovery
from stalls and spins was prompt using the approved method. The tricycle undercarriage was well-suited to its training role - including a
small rear wheel to avert tail-strike.
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The CAC-30 Macchi MB-326H
The Australian Macchi MB-326H was a li‐
cence-built variant produced by the Common‐
wealth Aircraft Corporation (CAC), at Fisher‐
mans Bend, Port Melbourne. A number of the
early MB-326Hs were imported from Italy, but
the majority were produced by CAC who was
the prime contractor, with Hawker de Havilland
and others providing a high level of local con‐
tent. By 1972 a total of 97 CAC-30 Macchi MB326Hs were built, including the ten purchased
by the RAN.
Important modifications to the CAC-30 Mac‐
chis included internal anti-corrosion protection;
wing leading edge protection; improved cockpit
air-conditioning; a nose wheel splash-guard to
prevent wet runway fame-outs; improved cock‐
pit lighting and oxygen quick release; water‐
proofing of radio equipment; and rerouting of
fuel and oil drains to prevent fires.
The RAN Macchis
Ten CAC Macchi MB-326H jets were order by
the RAN in July 1969. The first six (serial
N14-073 to N14-078) were rolled-out from July
to November 1970 - with the first delivered to
the Naval Air Station at Nowra (NAS Nowra) on
10 September 1970. The second batch of four
(serial N14-084 to N14-087) were received in
1971. They were identical to the RAAF Mac‐
chis arriving at VC724 Squadron at Nowra in
the orange and white colour scheme, but with
the word NAVY on the tip-tanks and tailfin later a blue and white paint scheme was
adopted.
VC724 Squadron, the RAN FAA’s operational
training unit for fixed-wing flying, began using
the Macchis as a ‘lead-in’ trainer for pilots con‐
verting to the A4 Skyhawk fighter/bomber. It
was a step-up from the ageing Vampire T22s,
T34s and Sea Venoms with their confusing
non-standard cockpit layouts.
Apart from pilot training the Macchis were used
by VC724 Squadron’s Fleet Requirements Unit
(FRU) helping to keep navy ships at peak effi‐
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ciency. Tasks included radar calibration
flights, fighter direction training,
target towing, mock
attacks and
naval gunfire
support. Pre‐
viously the
Vampires
and
Sea
Venoms
were used
for this, but as they
neared the end of
their service lives
the Macchis took
over the FRU role.
Macchi Mishaps

Pilot training
From 1968 onwards, RAN pilots
who did ab-initio training with the RAAF flew
Macchis as part of their course.

Two RAN Macchi jets were lost owing to
mishaps.
Fortunately, in both cases, there were no serious injuries,
but the aircraft were destroyed.

Prior to the arrival of the Macchis at NAS Nowra
RAN trainees then converted onto the old Vam‐
pires and Sea Venoms , but limited aircraft
availability created a backlog. So the arrival of
the Macchis at VC724 Squadron in 1970 was a
great boost to the training regime.

On 28 April 1971 during an instructional flight over Jervis Bay, in Macchi
N14-078, Lt Kavanagh and student pilot Lt Clarke were forced to eject
when control of the Macchi was lost after entering an inverted spin. Both
pilots were rescued by local fisherman Syd Williamson using his fourmetre boat. The aircraft was destroyed when it struck the ground near
Sussex Inlet.

The Macchi MB-326H trainer was sturdy and
reliable with a well-designed cockpit and instru‐
ments and this, together with its tandem cockpit
and aerobatic capabilities, made it an excellent
aircraft for pilots to gain experience before con‐
verting to the front-line A4G Skyhawk.

On 07 December 1972, Macchi N14-073 suffered a flameout as the air‐
craft was about to land on runway 26 at NAS Nowra. The pilot Lt Smythe
ejected at 60 metres (200 ft) at 105 knots, escaping with a minor injury to
his ankle - however the Macchi was demolished in the crash.

Apart from general flying the Macchis were
used for instrument and night flying, formation
flying, low-level navigation exercises, combat
manoeuvres, weapons training, special tactics
and more.
Macchi exercises included weapons training at
the Beecroft Weapons Range near Jervis Bay.
The Macchis could be fitted with light-series
bomb carriers carrying 4 kg practice bombs. For
target shooting gun-pods, with M134 mini-guns
firing 7.62 mm ammunition, were attached to
wing pylons. Aiming was assisted by a Ferranti
F-26 gyro gunsight. In 1974/5 the Macchis con‐
ducted trials with 2.75-inch rocket pods, and Mk
106 high-drag practice bombs during weapons
training.
Macchi Matters
Maintainers had ready access to the Macchis’
servicing points. Panels over and under the
fuselage provided entry to the engine bay, and
the turbo intake ducts had doors enabling inspection of the first-stage
compressor blades.
The Macchi spares and major overhaul programs remained under
RAAF auspices. All parts including engines were pooled - but the
RAN airframes retaining their navy N14 serials and side numbers this arrangement worked well.
Macchis delivered to NAS Nowra arrived in the RAAF orange and
white colour scheme - with NAVY stencilled on the tip-tanks and tailfin.
In 1973, VC724 Squadron adopted the Oxford Blue and white paint
scheme, with NAVY on the wing tanks and a yellow chevron on the
tailfin. The kangaroo roundel on the fuselage included a thin white bor‐
der to separate it from the Oxford Blue background.
Macchi serial N14-086 (862) had the chevron replaced with a large
yellow albatross stencilled on the tailfin identifying it as the VC724
Squadron Senior Pilot’s aircraft - sometimes called ‘the admiral’s
barge’. This is because Captain ‘Nobby’ Clarke, the CO of NAS
Nowra (circa 1972/3), who was instrumental in adopting the blue and
white colour scheme, took flying lessons in this aircraft occupying the
front seat [he was not a pilot and never went solo] while being tutored
by Lt Cdr Hickling in the rear seat.
The Macchis formed an important part of VC724 Squadron’s fixedwing training unit. Apart from training courses, pilots not attached to a
squadron or those doing ‘desk jobs’ were able to use the Macchis for
refresher courses - or maintain their flying hours to keep their flying
skills current. Observers could also fill vacant rear seats in the Mac‐
chis while brushing-up on navigation and other observer skills.

Goodbye Fixed-Wing Flying
In March 1983 the Labor Government announced it would not replace
the aircraft-carrier HMAS Melbourne, this effectively put an end to fixedwing flying in the RAN. The process of closing down fixed-wing opera‐
tions began immediately, followed by the phasing-out of the Skyhawks,
Trackers and Macchis.
The loss of the Macchis led to the closure of VC724 Squadron’s Fleet
Requirements Unit. Initially the RAAF took over the fleet support work;
then for a time (leased) RNZAF A4 Skyhawks based at NAS Nowra did
the job. Later tasking then reverted to RAAF Macchis, covering Fleet
Base East ships from RAAF Williamtown; and RAAF Pearce for Fleet
Base West ships.
With many large and medium sized RAN ships being fitted with heli‐
copter landing decks - the focus of naval aviation moved to boost rotarywing operations and aircrew training to maximise the benefits of ship‐
borne helicopters.
Exit the Macchis
After serving with VC724 Squadron at NAS Nowra for some 13 years the
end of the Macchi era came on 30 June 1983 when the remaining eight
RAN Macchis were transferred to the RAAF. The Macchis proved to be
an effective ‘lead-in’ trainer, preparing pilots for conversion to the front‐
line A4G Skyhawks. In another role, they played a vital part in fleet sup‐
port exercises. The Macchis were well suited to their task and a pleasure
to fly.
Macchis On View
An ex-RAN Macchi MB-326H is on display at the Fleet Air Arm Museum,
at Nowra, south of Sydney. Macchis may also be seen at various RAAF
museums around Australia as well as independent aviation museums
(such as HARS at Albion Park NSW) and other air museums and collec‐
tions. Ex-RAN Macchi N14-087 is mounted on a pole outside Cran‐
bourne RSL Vic. ♣
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Flying
the
Macchi
By Brett Dowsing

I

enjoyed flying all the aircraft and helicopters I flew, but flying the Mac‐
chi was always a thrill. My first flight in the Macchi¹ took place at RAAF
Pearce² on 26 May 1977. I was GF 1 of RAAF/RAN 101 Pilots
Course, Flight Lieutenant A.P. Noordink ³ was my instructor and it was
a familiarisation flight of the Pearce Training areas. Some 10 flying
hours later, on 13 June 1977, I flew my first solo flight in the Macchi. I
loved it.
The Aircraft
The Macchi MB326H was selected as the RAAF’s jet training aircraft in
August 1965 to replace the de Havilland Vampire. An initial order for 75
aircraft was placed for the Air Force but this was shortly increased to 87
aircraft for advanced pilot training and lead-in fighter training. In July
1969 10 aircraft were ordered for the Fleet Air Arm, taking the total to 97
aircraft for the Australian Defence Force.
Designed by Aermacchi, Italy, the Australian Macchis were built under
licence by the Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation (CAC) as prime con‐
tractor and supported by Hawker de Havilland and other organisations.
The initial aircraft were assembled at the CAC facility at Fisherman’s
Bend, Victoria and test flown at Avalon before handover to the RAAF/
RAN over the period October 1967 to September 1972. The Macchis
were powered by a 2500 lb thrust Bristol Siddeley Viper 11 turbojet en‐
gine. The aircraft was capable of achieving 500 KIAS and had a range
of just over 900 nm at cruising speeds. It was fully aerobatic and a very
good-looking aircraft.
No. 2 Flying Training School
Having commenced 101 Pilots Course on 1 November 1976 at No. 1
Flying Training School, RAAF Base Point Cook⁴ we concluded our basic
training on the Victa Airtourer CT-4A on 29 April 1977 with just shy of 70
hours flying under our belts. Crossing the Nullarbor with Midshipman
Keith Champion in my relatively new Holden Monaro GTS, we com‐
menced at No. 2 Flying Training School, 5RAAF base Pearce on 9 May
1977. The only other survivor of the original seven Navy students, Mid‐
shipman Vince Di Pietro joined after local leave in Melbourne.
The course on Macchis at 2FTS was structured to transition from basic
to advanced flying skills in preparation for operational conversion onto
an ADF aircraft or for helicopter training before conversion onto an op‐
erational helicopter type. After about three weeks of ground training,
which covered aircraft specific and advanced aviation subjects, we
commenced flying the Macchi.
The initial general flying phase was a little over two months long and
quite intense as the flying was interposed with continuation for ground–
school subjects and tests. While the main emphasis was on flying han‐
dling skills, there were also introduction to night circuits, navigation and
instrument flying. All flying other than instrument training, was done from

the front seat for the student with the instructor occupying the rear seat.
Any failure might allow for one re-test but any further failure meant with‐
drawal from the course or being ‘scrubbed’. It was 100 percent heads
down studying through this phase. The Basic Handling Test conducted
at the end of this phase occurred on a 1.2-hour flight 29 July 1977 with
Squadron Leader Richard Strudwick.⁶
The next phase of the two months continued the pressure but, as the
ground training eased off, the complexity of the flying evolutions in‐
creased. This was especially so with instrument flying training the focus
but formation flying, navigation exercises and night flying were also con‐
ducted. Most students were doing two sorties per day with weekends
the only respite.
A much greater emphasis on being prepared for emergencies and al‐
ternatives, essentially “remaining in the aircraft,” was expected during
this phase - professionalism and airmanship were being instigated and
tested. Our decision-making was being honed. I flew my intermediate
Handling Test on the morning of 27 September with Squadron Leader
“Herb” Elliott - it was 1.3-hours long and included some flying in actual
instrument flying conditions.7
The final phase of the course commenced only after an hour or so after
landing from my HT when I took off on a low-level navigation exercise.
By now the course revolved almost entirely around flying sorties. At
least two flights a day were normal and, if any days were lost due to
weather or aircraft unavailability (rare), then students could expect a
long day with three flights, one of which would usually be a solo flight.
There was a heavy onus on complex instrument flying and navigation
exercises, and some aerobatics with final tests of these segments. I flew
the Formation Test on 17 October and Navigation Test on 16 November
before the all-important Final Instrument Handling Test on 25 Novem‐
ber.⁸
The FIHT was generally considered the “make or break point” of the
course as those that didn't pass generally had little chance of building
confidence to pass a retest. This was where most failures occurred, and
it was particularly sad as it was only a few weeks before completing the
course. For those who passed through, it was a significant morale boost
into home-strait, and it built camaraderie amongst those heading to‐
wards their Wings.
The final few weeks of the last phase of the course was all about honing
skills and preparing for the Wings Test. Flight Lieutenant Alf Allen⁹ was
my instructor for these final few flights and I was learning right up until
the Test. Instructors had a pretty good idea of students’ particular weak‐
nesses and concentrated on these in preparation for the final examina‐
tion. I don’t think I had any particular weaknesses and had average con‐
fidence in all areas.
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On the morning of 30 November 1977, Squadron Leader Ron McGrath,10 the
2FTS Chief Flying Instructor, briefed me on his requirements and we took off
for my Wings Test. His first requirement was to enter the Avon Valley at maxi‐
mum speed, and I was comfortable to fly down the valley towards Pearce.
About a third of the way along he pulled the throttle, initiating engine failure. I
immediately entered a speed-to-height climb and commenced ejection proce‐
dures.
Having done this, I was advised that we might just be able to glide to Pearce
but if I decided en-route that we wouldn’t make it, I was to them recommend
ejecting. Having negotiated air traffic priority, I achieved a perfect gliding land‐
ing on the cross-runway and after relaunching was told that I had my Wings,
so we’d just go to the aerobatic area and have some fun. I was totally relaxed
for the rest of the test of the 1.2-hour flight and thoroughly enjoyed a final les‐
son in aerobatics from the CFI.
In my debriefing, Ron McGrath said that he didn’t think I would achieve the
‘dead-stick’ recovery to Pearce and was impressed with my choosing the nonduty runway and milking the appropriate gliding performance under the condi‐
tions of the day. He advised that he was confident that I would continue to build
my skills and live up to the ethos of a military pilot. I left his office but also vow‐
ing never to let him down.

Left. The author in an RAAF Macchi trainer at Pearce Air
Force Base. Right. The “Hole in the Wall” feature in the
Tianjara low flying area not far from Nowa. There was a ‘one
way’ system so flights though it were only permitted from
south to north.

101 Pilots Curse graduation parade took place on 15 December 1977.
Three Navy and 21 Air Force graduates received their Wings from Air Chief
Marshall Sir James Rowland KBE, DFC, AFC¹¹ in front of a couple of
hundred dignitaries, staff, families and friends. It was one of the proudest
days of my life and certainly a milestone achievement.

It was single jet engine powered and was therefore always
at risk of engine failure although rare. Similarly, it was
conventionally
analogue-instrumented
with
limited
navigational capabilities. Compared to today’s aircraft there
were knobs and dials everywhere and no radar or GPS to
assist with the all-important situational awareness. You had
to be “in front of the aircraft” at all times.

Flying the RAAF Macchi
It was a jet - it went fast, it went high, it was aerobatic, you sat at the front

of the aircraft with rest of it behind you; it had a bubble
canopy and you could see everything in Visual
Meteorological Conditions (VMC). It was responsive and
relatively easy to fly accurately; it had no major impediments.
Compared to the CT-4A Airtourer or the Cessna 150s I’d
flown before, flying the Macchi was a quantum step above in
all aspects of flying experience.
But with such performance, things happened a lot faster and,
as a consequence, to safely fly the Macchi, you had to have
an intimate knowledge of the aircraft, emergency procedures
and airmanship. Your situational awareness had to be
immaculate particularly when flying at night or in instrument
Meteorological Conditions (IMC).

During my pilots course at Pearce, there were a couple of
flights that particularly stood out. The first, which was an
area familiarisation - no pressure, pure enjoyment of the new
flying experience and anticipation of learning to fly a jet. My
first solo flight in a Macchi - just a couple of touch and goes
with the instructor in the radio shack next to the runway, and
the pressure of remembering all the checks but especially
lowering the under carriage. No time to really enjoy and over
far too quickly.
Then there was the solo lo-hi-lo navigation exercise outside
the controlled airspace from Pearce, over my hometown, a
land-away and refuel in Geraldton and time-on-target return
to Pearce. Pure adrenaline, flying around my hometown, low
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level across my relations’ and family-friends’ farms and landing at a
new airfield first-time. It just made the hard work, sacrifice and
studies worth it.
Passing the FIHT - as said earlier was the real hurdle of the Course.
For some unknown and probably perverse reason, I really enjoyed
instrument flying. I revelled in the challenges and believed I was
lucky in that my earlier seamanship training in Blind” navigation and
night formation keeping had given me a quite good ability in special
awareness - a mental, three-dimensional map-keeping capability
and vector determination.
Finally, of course, and as described earlier, the Wings Test was
amongst the most memorable. I don’t think it was a foregone
conclusion that if you get the wings that you would automatically
pass - a member of the Course in front of us failed his Wings Test
but managed to pass his re-test. The instructors were not out to fail
students and most went to extraordinary levels to give every student
the best chance to survive and become military aviators.
Notwithstanding this, nearly 50 percent of all students that started
out on Pilots Course, failed though rarely after the FIHT.
As such, the Wings Test for me was one of my most memorable not
because I passed but because of the humility of my testing officer,
Ron McGrath. He taught me as much in the debriefing as during our
flight - I came away with both piloting lessons but just as importantly,
with an authentic leadership example. In the last sortie at Pearce,
he taught me to enjoy flying and to enjoy the professional
responsibilities of an officer.
Navy Macchi Flying
Immediately after graduation from 101 Pilots Course, all newly
qualified naval and military pilots proceeded on leave before
reporting to their next posting. For the Navy graduates all three of
us were selected for helicopter conversion¹² but only after re-joining
Navy at Naval Air Station at Nowra, HMAS Albatross.¹³
We joined VC 724 Squadron variously in late January 1978. VC 724
was the operational conversions squadron for pilots and
maintainers destined for the front-line fighter squadron that was VF
805 Squadron. As such VC 724 was equipped with Douglas A4G
and TA-4G, and MB326H Macchi aircraft.
The Macchi was largely used for lead-in fighter training preparing
fast-jet students for conversion to Skyhawk. It was also used to
verify our aviation capability assessment from Pearce. This seemed
rather disingenuous since we had Navy Qualified Flying Instructors
(QFIs) on staff at 2FTS who would have had total exposure to all
student performance during the course at Pearce.14
Nevertheless, the experience at VC 724, though short for us
transitioning to helicopters, was wonderful. While we were still
checking out on Macchi, which was exactly the same as those
operating at Pearce (except with a much nicer blue and white colour
scheme), it was subtle. We were spliced into the flying program and
flew missions with all members of the Squadron hierarchy and really
only knew that we had passed when the flying program indicated a
solo or captaincy flight.
We were treated as graduates but the expectations were higher and
the flight scenarios more operational. We did ship strikes and
missile simulations as well as longer and more complex over-land
and over-water navigation flights. We were encouraged to enjoy our
flying time and the Squadron camaraderie. It was a fun time and our
introduction to the operational side of the Fleet Air Arm was
embracing.

The first of two flights that really stuck in my mind from my time at VC
724 was my first with the Squadron Commanding Officer, Lieutenant
Commander Errol “Klump” Kavanagh. It was a multi-level navigation
exercise that entailed low-level, high-level, over-land, overwater visual
and instrument flying with time-on-target turning points and an
interception point about 20 nautical miles off Eden in southern NSW.
I occupied the front seat and was working furiously all the way to the at-sea
interception point, which were two minesweeper passaging to Sydney.
Lieutenant Commander Kavanagh then took the controls and “beat-up” the
ships for 10 minutes before handing back the controls and telling me to
take him straight home to NAS Nowra in the fastest possible time. This I did
with my back-seat passenger chuckling away and regaling me with stories
of his recent time commanding one of the sweepers we’d just harassed.
The second flight was a general flying exercise where I was captain of the
aircraft and the rear seat was occupied by my 101 Course-mate Keith
Champion. We literally had freedom to pretty much do whatever we
wanted and it was the last Macchi flight I captained. We took off, flew low
level around Tianjara area to the west of Nowra, down Kangaroo Valley,
then did a series of aerobatics across the top of Ulladulla, some low flying
over the sea, an on top HMAS Creswell (my alma-Marta) and returned to
NAS Nowra, landing with minimum fuel. What a hoot before finishing my
last jet flying in command. The following week, on 6 March 1978, we joined
No. 37 Helicopter Conversion Course at RAAF Fairbairn, Canberra and the
remainder of my career as a helicopter pilot began.
Summary of Hours Flown on the Macchi
Although I only flew the Macchi over the period from 26 May 1977 to 2
March 1978 (less than a year) and achieved a little over 175 hours on type,
I consider this is to be amongst the most enjoyable flying of my roughly
3500 military and civilian flying. I was fortunate to have qualified on and
flown two fixed-wing types and five helicopter types over my naval career
and, whilst I enjoyed each and every moment of this experience, flying the
Macchi was always a special thrill.
End Notes
1 In the Australian vernacular, pronounced “Mak-key”.
2 RAAF Base Pearce is located 35 km north of Perth, WA.
3 Flight lieutenant Phil Noordink graduated from No. 70 Pilots Course in
October 1969.
4 Commanding officer of 1FTS was Wing Commander M. McDonald No. 50
Pilots Course (Aug 64).
5 Commanding Officer of 2 FTS was Wing Commander K. Pyke No. 32 Pilots
Course (Mar 59).
6 Squadron Leader Richard Strudwick No. 60 Pilots Course (Feb 67).
7 Squadron Leader “Herb” Elliott No. 55 Pilots Course (Oct 65).
8 Formation Test was with Flight Lieutenant “Nobby” Clark No. 72 Pilots
Course (May 70); Navigation Test was with Lieutenant Alf Allen No. 67 Pilots
Course (Dec 68) FIHT was with Squadron Leader “Herb” Elliott No. 55 Pilots
Course (Oct 65)
9 Flight Lieutenant Alf Allen No 67 Pilots Course (Dec 68).
10 Squadron Leader Ron McGrath No. 50 Pilots Course (Aug 64).
11 Air Chief Marshall Rowland was Chief of Air force and served as a Pathfinder
pilot during WW2.
12 Selection for operational aircraft or helicopter type occurred around the time
most students were undergoing FIHT. Primarily, it was a match between Air
force or Navy requirements and students’ ability and then, where possible,
alignment with individual students’ preferences.
13 Nowra is about 160 km south of Sydney, NSW.
14 During passage of 101 Course through 2FTS, the Senior Naval Officer was
Lieutenant Commander Gary Northern No. 63 Pilots Course (Dec 67) and
the Navy Staff QFI was Lieutenant John McCauley No.77 Pilots Course (Dec
70) - I flew with both instructors for a couple of my sorties. They were both
A4G pilots and totally professional instructors who enjoyed great respect of
the other staff and students alike. ♣
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Macchi MB36H
And Spinning
By Jerry O’Day

I

believe that by late 1968 as many as five RAN pilots were flying the
Macchi, either at CFS or at No 2 FTS Pearce. They were Ian McIn‐
tyre, Rob Partington, Peter McNair, Graham (“Beetles”) Bailey and
Colin (“Farmer”) Talbot. The RAN was not to receive its own Macchis
until July 1970.
It was prior to the arrival of our own Macchis during a visit to ARDU
as part of my AMAFTU duties on October 17th, 1968, that I was offered a flight in ship No. 005 as it had been announced that the RAN
was to receive 10 of the aircraft. This offer was readily accepted!
I had one of the ARDU test pilots, SLDR Geoff Talbot in the back seat
and although this was my first exposure to the type Geoff allowed me
to handle the aircraft throughout the flight. We did the whole routine
including spins and I found it a pleasant little aircraft to fly. We did not,
as far as I can recall, do an inverted spin which may have been a bit
much on my first flight and in someone else’s aircraft! But more on
that later.
At that time erect spinning was a standard part of the curriculum for
RAAF Macchi flight training but the Commanding Officer of No 2 FTS
at Pearce believed that all students should at least experience an inverted spin should he or she accidentally create the conditions leading to an inverted rather than erect spin. This is because most of the
visual cues are quite misleading and the recovery actions required
are not the same as in the erect case.
The Macchi Flight Manual itself stated quite clearly that there were no
prohibited manoeuvres, and I understand that quite a few instructors
were given tuition on how to enter the inverted spin, what things look
like in the established inverted spin and the correct recovery actions.
This was, in my view, a very sound policy because no matter what is
said, eventually someone will end up spinning even a supposedly unspinnable aircraft by doing something we hadn’t thought of!
In 1968 I had just returned from ETPS (then at Farnborough) and a
period instructing at USNTPS, Patuxent River in the USA. At Pax I
was one of the three instructors at the school rostered to carry out the
spin demonstration sequence with students in the T-1A Seastar, the
navalised version of the ubiquitous USAF Lockheed T33 jet trainer.
This was an ideal spin demonstrator with completely different recov‐
ery techniques required depending upon whether the tip tanks were
full or empty.
My nomination as a spin instructor was largely because my ETPS
course had included an intense spinning programme in the Hawker
Hunter F 6, an aircraft with a reputation as a dangerous aircraft to
spin. In fact, the RN and RAF had forbidden in-service spinning of the
Hunter and had also imposed a minimum altitude of 25,000 feet for
stalling the aircraft! In the UK I did over 60 spins in my Hunter pro‐

gramme as well as 20 or 30 in other types so was well prepared
for the task in the US and really enjoyed demonstrating the vari‐
ous aspects of spin entry, correct identification and recovery.
Those who have flown the Macchi will recall that the “vanilla” 1 g
level stall was a non-event as the elevator control power was so
limited at low speed that the aircraft barely stalled at all. The T-1A
demonstrated this same characteristic and according to a Lock‐
heed test pilot (Tony LeVier) this was a design feature incorpo‐
rated in an endeavour to avoid deeper stalls, post stall gyrations
and spinning. I suspect the elevator control power limit in the Mac‐
chi could have had a similar origin.
Be that as it may, because of this limitation, there is not enough
forward stick available to fully stall either type when inverted in or‐
der to get into an inverted spin. This can be overcome by inertia
coupling from a slow barrel roll and applying full opposite rudder
at the appropriate time in the roll while also applying full forward
stick. The inverted aircraft will stall completely as the nose rises
further due to the coupling and the initial results can be spectacu‐
lar. Waiting for the gyrations to stop is the secret here but the re‐
sultant spin will usually be inverted. The inverted spin can also be
entered from a vertical stall where elevator control power is limited
but we found the rolling entry to be the most productive.
The RAN eventually started to take delivery of its 10 Macchis on
10 September 1970. Once the Macchis were at NAS Nowra, FRU
work and pilot conversions were the order of the day and upon my
return to AMAFTU in mid-1970 after some sea time I arranged to
be formally converted to type. This training was carried out by
LCDR Rob Partington who had been an instructor as well as SNO
at Pearce. On flight one we covered all sequences including spin‐
ning and I asked him about inverted spins and he said go for it. We
did a few and I found recovery straight forward as it should be
when you know how to do it and what to look for to recover. I went
on to accept the last three aircraft from Avalon.
I did not know at that time that the RAAF had lost an aircraft to an
inverted spin at Pearce on 31 January 1969. This led to ARDU
(SLDR Max Loves) carrying out an extensive test programme in
the type to fully explore its spin behaviour. He found that post stall
gyrations and the inverted spin itself were so disorienting that in‐
verted spinning should not be carried out as a matter of course.
His report was submitted in mid-1970 but a general admonition
regarding the inverted spin was already in place vide’ Air Board
Orders (ABO) which prohibited outside loops, inverted spins et al
in any RAAF aircraft.
Then on 28 April 1971 Errol Kavanagh, who I understand had ex‐
perienced the inverted spin as an instructor at Pearce, was
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demonstrating one during the endorsement training of Peter Clarke and was
unable to recover. They both ejected successfully at about 8,000 feet and
there were reports that the aircraft was no longer spinning when it hit the
ground.

LEUT Errol
Kavanagh with
the ejection seat
that saved his life.

Although the Macchi was supported by the RAAF under a Single Service
Management Programme (SSMP) which included the provision of all manu‐
als including the Flight Manual, RAN pilots were not aware of, nor were they
obliged to comply with, the relevant ABO regarding outside loops and inverted
spinning. And, for its part as already mentioned, the Flight Manual stated quite
clearly that there were no prohibited manoeuvres.
Imagine my surprise when a file on Errol’s ejection came across my desk in
DNAP containing a letter from the Department of Treasury refusing to write
the aircraft off because the pilot had, quote, “been carrying out a prohibited
manoeuvre”. It seems Treasury had approached the RAAF for advice regard‐
ing the aircraft loss and had been assured that the RAAF did not carry out
inverted spinning in any aircraft because Air Board Orders did not permit it.
Approaches to those in the “know” in the RAAF could not induce anyone to
admit to Treasury that such training had been carried out at Pearce so we had
a problem. We couldn’t get the bean counters to write the aircraft off notwith‐
standing that it had been destroyed. Clearly, they wanted someone to take
the blame!
In response we pointed out that the Flight Manual provided under the SSMP
and supplied to the RAN stated that there were no manoeuvres that were pro‐
hibited in the Macchi and that ABOs did not apply to the Fleet Air Arm. Fur‐
ther, we highlighted the fact that the Single Service Management Programme
had not in any way notified the RAN that the total absence of restrictions in
the Flight Manual was qualified. I don’t think we let them know that the RAAF
had been teaching inverted spinning contrary to Air Board Orders - best not
to stir up a hornet’s nest!
The aircraft was eventually, and I would guess somewhat reluctantly, taken
off charge and we heard no more of the matter. However, this inter-depart‐
mental difficulty did indicate that we needed to be more careful with things like
SSMP to make sure from the outset that each service is provided with the
complete suite of information regarding any equipment limitations and restric‐
tions. ♣

The Macchi Paint Scheme

By Ian McIntyre

The RAN Macchi paint scheme, blue and white with a gold alba‐
tross or flash on the fin, drew lots of praise in most circles whilst
the aircraft was operated by Navy. However, there was some‐
what of a rocky road in getting the scheme into service.
In the late 1960s, it was decided by Defence that the RAN Mac‐
chi fleet would be introduced under the concept of Single Ser‐
vice Management (SSM). This meant that the fleet would be lo‐
gistically supported by the RAAF as a follow-on production run
for the Air Force Macchis, albeit operated and maintained by the
Fleet Air Arm. A major development in this respect was that the
aircraft would be maintained under Air Force maintenance prin‐
ciples, schedules and documentation – after a settling in period,
this worked very well.
Tied in with this was the agreed obligation that Navy would fol‐
low the Air Force modification control system, to the extent that
our Macchis could not be modified without express approval and
control within RAAF HQ Support Command. The paint scheme
for our Macchis was to be identical to that of the RAAF Macchis,
other than the addition of “NAVY” to parts of the aircraft. This
was under the control of an allocated Macchi Mod. No. In the
late 60s, as the RAN Macchi Project Officer working in RAAF
HQ Support Command, I had queried our intended paint
scheme, and was told by Navy Office that it would be as just de‐
scribed above.
I delivered the first Macchi (N14-075) to NAS Nowra on 10 Sep‐
tember 1970. There were immediate (probably justifiable) out‐
cries from everyone that the RAAF “Fanta can” (orange and
white) paint scheme was totally unsuitable for Navy aircraft.
Having regard to the SSM agreements, I made it clear that “what
you see is what you get”, and the issue then settled down.
Several years later, the-then Commanding Officer at Nowra,
Captain D.A.H. (Nobby) Clark, made it quite clear to me, in his
inimitable fashion, that he was highly distressed that we did not
have a proper Navy paint scheme for the aircraft. I briefed him
on the history of the issue as described above, and the SSM and
aircraft modification control obligations. This, of course, was to
no avail, as all who knew Nobby would understand. So it was
agreed (and here I forget how the RAAF was informed) that we
would have a blue and white paint scheme, corresponding to
that of an Admiral’s Barge. Everyone said that was very fitting!♣
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Paint Scheme Explained
In 1973 the colour scheme was changed
from the RAAF’s “Fanta Can” (Orange
and white) to Oxford Blue/White.

VC724 Squadron ‘Chevron’ in
yellow for most aircraft. Some
retained
“NAVY”.
One
exception was 862, ‘the barge’ of
Albatross Captain, which had a
yellow Albatross (see inset)

Most aircraft had
the last digit of
the side number
replicated on the
rudder.

Some aircraft had “NAVY”
in bold white lettering on
wing tip tanks.
Serial
N14-084
N14-085
N14-086
N14-087
N14-073

Side No
860
861
862
863
864

Serial
N14-074
N14-075
N14-076
N14-077
N14-078

Side No
865
866
867
868
869
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Maintaining the Macchi
By Renald Makila (ex CPOATA)

It is over 50-years since I first worked on the Macchi and memories
fade but hope this provides a snapshot. I was a newly promoted AA1
when we received the first Macchi 866. It was flown in by our first AEO
who was a pilot as well. It was LCDR McIntyre who delivered it in Sep‐
tember 1970, by the end of 1971 all ten had arrived.
An RAAF Sergeant (Peter Tunks from memory) on temporary loan to
the Squadron to help us through maintenance issues for the first few
months, a thoroughly professional tradesman.
The Macchi by and large was quite easy to maintain. The rear fuse‐
lage could be removed in less than an hour, and the engine shortly af‐
ter, for example.
Access to the major servicing components (oil tank, hydraulic reservoir,
BFCU (barometric fuel control unit), AFRCU (air/fuel ratio control unit)
and fuel pump (where adjustment could be made for Max RPM) were
readily accessed through easy to open panels.
The engine was a Rolls Royce Viper Mk22-11 with some 2400 lbs of
thrust. It had a starter/generator fitted to the front section. It was possi‐
ble to be started by battery power, or preferably ground power.
An early modification was to the nosewheel mudguard. In certain
heavy rain conditions, the twin contact tyre could spray water into the
intakes causing a possible flameout. Small nylon skirts were fitted to
the sides to direct the water away.
Initially, the Macchis were supplied with 30-gallon tip tanks, which were
replaced with 70 Gallon tanks. Although the air conditioning was up‐
graded it only just managed to handle the Australian conditions.
The Macchis were initially painted orange and white - affectionately
known as the “flying Fanta can”. They were all eventually painted blue
and white with one 862 emblazoned on the tail with a yellow albatross
designed by the late Ron Smith.

Servicing:
“A” service every 7 days; “C” service 30 days or 50 hours; “D” service
every 200 hours. The 4 “D” services were carried out at squadron level
and the fifth was an “E” service that was carried out at the ASU. The
“E” service was a complete strip down including wings off, tail removal
and extensive non-destructive inspection of the centre section and
wing attachment points.
RAAF paperwork was used for Macchi servicing. The logbook was the
EE500, and all servicing/s were placed in an AAP, which was issued
by AMCO in a loose sheet form and included a cover sheet for signa‐
tures covering the type of servicing and details of all paperwork issued.
Sheets were also issued for unserviceable items detailing serial num‐
ber changes, modifications, etc.
It was almost a failsafe system - with each operation requiring an initial,
and at certain points a supervisory signature and independent signa‐
ture if applicable. The tradesperson was not to proceed until all three
signatures were entered. For example, if the rear fuselage was being
removed, when the last signature was in place the fuselage could be
removed safely. After the final signature was in place the servicing was
done. Once accustomed to the system, I found it easy to use.
Spares:
We had an RAAF stores person posted permanently at NAS Nowra
(Len Roebuck was the first) initially, spares were mostly readily avail‐
able, and Len was most helpful to us.
Flights
I had several flights in the Macchi, the most notable as part of a fly over
in company with Skyhawks and Trackers for the Melbourne Moomba
Festival. We flew from Nowra via East Sale where we refuelled. ♣
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The Macchi in
Navy Service
By John McCauley

Photo: John Bartels

F

ollowing an Air Force order of 87 Aermacchi MB326Hs in 1965, the
Navy ordered 10 aircraft - primarily to replace the Vampire. They
entered service in 1970/71 with VC 724 Squadron. Most Macchis
were built in Australia by the Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation and
Hawker de Havilland near Melbourne. Navy Macchis were transferred
to the Air Force in 1982/3 following the loss of our fixed wing carrier
HMAS Melbourne. They were finally retired from Australian service in
2001. The relatively long service life under frequently stressful flight pro‐
files was only achieved with a life of type extension and wing replace‐
ment programs in the 1980/90s. Throughout its service there were also
several reductions in its performance envelope - speed and load factor.
As I recall some of the initial limitations were 450 knots (IAS) and +7.5/2.5G, reducing to 375KIAS and +6/-2 (figures from memory).
The aircraft was a good trainer by virtue of its simplicity, serviceability,
forgiving handling characteristics and ergonomics. Although some
might feel night flapless circuits were a little testing from the back seat,
particularly on short finals where runway light reflections in the canopy
could mislead! Several safety features were improved during Australian
production and the air conditioning system was enhanced; Oz summers
won this battle however. We lost two aircraft – one in an inverted spin
and another with an engine failure in the circuit. All crew safely ejected
albeit with some injuries. Navy Macchis took on a more ‘senior service’
appearance when the orange and white (RAAF) colour scheme gave
way to blue and white.
At VC 724 the Macchi was used primarily for continuation training after
pilot’s course, and more particularly for fleet support flying and ‘fighter
lead-in training’ prior to Skyhawk Operational Flying Training. Armament included 7.62mm mini guns and 5kg practice bombs. rag and
weight of either affecting performance noticeably. I believe our late colleague Ralph McMillan may have coined the phrase ‘constant thrust
variable noise machine’ referring to Macchi performance in relation to
that of the Skyhawk. Nevertheless, I think the Macchi served us well.
In air combat manoeuvring the Macchi provided a good learning experience working with Skyhawks in teaching the benefits of turn performance (Macchi advantage at low to medium speed) versus high energy/speed (Skyhawk advantage).
In addition to pilot’s course and VC 724 experience I was fortunate to fly
the aircraft at number 2 Flying Training School (2FTS) at RAAF Pearce
in WA, and at Central Flying School at RAAF East Sale in Gippsland. I
finished with about 2000 Macchi hours and like anyone spending a long
period in aviation, I encountered a few ‘unintended events’. Two of the
more memorable occurred when I was conducting the maintenance test
flying at 2FTS; and both during test flights after major (‘E’) servicing.
I thought I had seen everything a Macchi could do but was surprised by
quite a violent ‘flick’ when conducting a spin entry. Not having seen it
before or since I believe I had entered an inverted spin. The normally
reliable spin recovery technique had no effect, so I centralised controls
and waited some number of ‘bananas’ “one banana, two bananas” (you
get the picture) – still no effect. Finally I just released the controls. The
control column thrashed about somewhat and after more ‘bananas’ the
aircraft ‘popped’ out into a steep dive. Recovery was then simple. Later
in service the aircraft developed far more irregular post stall characteris‐

tics, and Greg Rulfs (ex FAA and Test Pilot) was at the forefront of de‐
signing and testing a remedy, which involved the addition of vortex gen‐
erators on wing leading edges. They transitioned laminar flow to turbu‐
lent flow earlier to prevent any leading-edge stall development which
was sudden and asymmetric.
The second incident occurred when water in the static system froze at
altitude and caused a blockage. This led to erroneous flight instrument
indications which became apparent during descent, when vertical
speed and altimeter indicated more or less no change as the earth defi‐
nitely grew larger. No other aircraft were flying to enable a formation
landing so I used that old QFI mantra ‘Power + Attitude = Performance’
to return and land. As I recall the indicated airspeed was near 300 knots
at landing (gear speed limit was 150). Rigging was checked post flight!
The Macchi was a good instrument trainer with a decent instrument fit
and layout. Having no autopilot meant good trimming technique was im‐
portant to sustain accurate performance over time. This was tested by
close friend Ian Shepherd and me one day when we were flying to‐
gether out of Nowra. The weather was closing in at a rate relating
closely to that of our fuel depletion! The precision ground-controlled ap‐
proach (GCA) was inoperative, so we had to fly a TACAN approach,
involving much higher weather minimums.
As I remember, we had one approach attempt and didn’t see the run‐
way and had no option but to declare a PAN and divert to RAAF Rich‐
mond - with ‘only just’ enough fuel. We were junior officers and inexpe‐
rienced pilots, and I imagine there was some gnashing of teeth in the
Boss’s office. Enroute we received the joyful news that the weather was
closing in at Richmond as well. We had enough fuel for one GCA ap‐
proach, and in fact did ask ATC which direction we should head if we
had to eject! Fortunately, we got in, and I recall that we shut down with
about 250 lbs of fuel.
My biggest surprise however happened after a navigation training exer‐
cise when I chanced to overfly my hometown in Queensland. A few
days later I was called into the Boss’s office to ‘explain’ a letter that he’d
received - my Mother had written to the Commanding Officer thanking
him for allowing her son to provide a flying display (layperson’s exagger‐
ation) at home. That letter (and thus story) has found its way into the
VC724 Line Book. Somehow, I think I would not remain unscathed in
today’s work environment?
After 47 years in the game, my flying days are well over but having had
some time on Winjeel, Skyhawk, F-111 and brief opportunities in the
Hunter, Hawk, Harrier and Meteor along with commercial airliners; if I
were offered half an hour in any of those aircraft for pure fun - I would
definitely choose the Macchi. I found it a complete joy to manoeuvre in
the 180 to 300 knot range. though sluggish at lower speed and heavy
on controls faster. It also required virtually no support equipment which
enabled some memorable overnights at unexpected fields. but that’s
another story.
I would add - if these stories seem relatively tame, I can assure you the
forgiving nature of Macchi operations - at least in my experience - is the
reason. My numerous flying ‘escapes’ in other aircraft types left me
breathless often enough! ♣
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RAN Macchi
Engine
Reliability
By Ian McIntyre

T

he original Armstrong Siddeley Viper turbojet engine was designed as
a short life engine for target drones. However, it was found to be basi‐
cally quite reliable, and engine design upgrades then made it suitable
for military and civilian fixed wing aircraft used. The later variant used for the
Australian Macchi MB326H aircraft was the Rolls-Royce Viper 11 engine
rated at 2500lbs static thrust, and the later run of engines were produced by
Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation at Fishermans Bend.
Overall engine reliability was excellent. The engine could stand the sort of
rough handling that basic students could inflict, and the engine fuel system
air/fuel ratio control unit (AFRCU) prevented engine overheats, stalls or
surges, no matter how hard the throttle was slammed open or shut at any
speed or altitude.

Very Low Flying
in the Macchi
By Ian McIntyre

Having said that, there were two major engine malfunctions that I am aware
of whilst the aircraft was in RAN service, both related to the engine fuel sys‐
tem.

Turana Fin

In early 1975, I was carrying out a post-E Service full maintenance test flight
on one of our Macchis, with AMAFTU’s CPO Aircrewman Squizzy Taylor
recording the figures in the rear cockpit. We were at 35,000ft about 25nm out
to sea east of JB, carrying out the engine handling abuse tests that were re‐
quired at that stage. At the end of this sequence, the engine hung up at idle,
and no amount of throttle opening would accelerate the engine – it was as
good as a flameout. A shutdown and relight brought us back to the same
stuck idle situation.
I called a Pan to NAS Nowra approach control and started gliding to the
base. There was plenty of altitude in hand, and the forced landing pattern
through high key and low key went well. The landing itself was uneventful.
However at the end of the landing run I tried opening the throttle again, and
lo and behold, the engine accelerated and behaved normally, and I could
then taxi in, in a state of embarrassment given the number of emergency
vehicles out on the runway.
Post-flight maintenance revealed that one of the BFCU half-ball valves was
sticking in an intermittent fashion.The other major engine malfunction was a
flameout suffered by Murray Smythe in aircraft N14-073 in late 1972 whilst
he was turning base for landing on Runway 26. There was obviously no time
to go through engine relight procedures, and Murray ejected safely at about
200 feet. I don’t think the cause of the flameout was ever determined.♣

The Turana remotely piloted target aircraft was developed
by Government Aircraft Factory to provide a sophisticated
high-speed target for RAN ship defensive gunnery exer‐
cises. Certain trials were carried out between early 1973
and late 1974 at sea off Jervis Bay. This sub-programme
required extensive involvement by one of the 724
Squadron Macchi aircraft.

The aircraft selected was side number 865, and it was ex‐
tensively modified to simulate an airborne Turana. The work was carried out by Aircraft Maintenance and Flight Trials Unit
(AMAFTU). The Turana fin, containing its control electronics, was adapted to the rear cockpit ejection seat rail after the seat was
removed – other aspects of the modification included external aerials on the Macchi fuselage, and a sensitive radar altimeter (radalt)
being fitted in lieu of the front cockpit gunsight.
The calibration runs involved flying 865 to and from the trials ship, HMAS Swan (111), along particular radials. The upper and midlevel work was a non-event, but at one stage the calibrations required my flying the Macchi towards the ship at low level. This was
old hat, because like many 724 Squadron pilots carrying out Fleet Requirements Unit (FRU) sorties, I was used to these particular
exercises.
However, after a number of runs at 50 ft above the surface, the ship required me (via CO, CMDR Adrian Cummins, an extremely
well-known gunnery officer, on the R/T) to now make runs at 30 ft above the surface, at 300kts. There was a swell running, with about
10 ft peak to trough. Much concentration required on the radalt, together with wide-eyed peripheral vision, and of course looking
ahead for sea-skimming albatrosses.
That done, Adrian required a run at 20 feet. This was exciting, as the radalt was showing fluctuations that agreed with a cyclic thump‐
ing, which of course was ground effect between the swell peaks and the aircraft wings.
But then – wait for it – he wanted two final runs at 15 feet. I tactfully explained that this would result in an impact situation, given the
ground effect messages just received.
I received a somewhat grumpy acknowledgement, and that completed that phase of the trials. ♣
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Macchi
Flameout!
By Stephen Cooper

Today’s mission was to be a four aircraft simulated attack on HMAS
Perth (ll) sailing 140 Nautical miles from the N.S.W. coast.
The Commanding Officer (CO) of my Squadron, VC 724, instructed
me to plan the flight. He conducted the pre-flight briefing one hour before the scheduled take off time, during which he instructed us that we
would be flying the strike at not above 50 feet from the water to evade
radar detection by the ship, to make it a realistic wartime attack for
them.
I was to fly solo in my Macchi as number two in the formation, whereas
the other three aircraft would be two up. We would be flying in close
formation until we reached a predetermined position on the coast.
Then we would take up our individual headings calculated by me, to
reach points on an arc around the Destroyer. From there we would turn
inbound to arrive over the top of the ship simultaneously, making it
more difficult for HMAS Perth to engage all of us at the same time.
Briefing finished, I walked to the safety equipment room and donned
my flight suit, ‘g suit’ and boots, Mae West, collected my gloves, helmet
and oxygen mask and made my way to the aircraft. I conducted a thor‐
ough pre-flight inspection of the airframe, signed the authorisation
book and climbed aboard. I progressed rapidly through my pre-start
cockpit checks and gave the signal to the ground crew that I was ready
to start the engine.
I pressed the start button and the Bristol Siddeley Viper engine began
spooling up. The igniters fired and with a woosh, the engine sprang into
life and quickly ran up to 60% power. I then tuned in the automatic ter‐
minal information service and took note of the weather conditions.
“Terminal information Bravo, Runway 26, Wind 240º at 15 knots, baro‐
metric pressure 1016, temperature 22º” was broadcast. I set the pres‐
sure reading of 1016 on my altimeter and looked across at the other
aircraft.
The CO in the lead aeroplane then transmitted, “Ground control, Delta
Reds request taxi clearance, received Bravo”. Ground control re‐
sponded, “Delta Reds, cleared taxi, Runway 26”. I gave the signal for
chocks away to the ground crew and followed Red one from the apron.
Taxying out, I ran through my pre take off checks and the formation
came to a halt at the Runway holding point. The CO then transmitted,
“Delta Reds, button two go”. Now on Tower frequency, he further trans‐
mitted, “Tower, Delta Reds ready”. The tower responded, “Delta Reds
cleared for take-off, contact Departures on button three airborne”. The
CO read back, “Delta Reds, cleared for take-off”.
We then lined up on the Runway and I positioned my Macchi a few
meters away from the CO, tucked in on a 45º angle. Red one then
gave the wind-up signal to increase to 100% power, made a visual
check of the other aircraft and then released his brakes. We acceler‐
ated rapidly along the runway as I made small adjustments to the con‐
trols to stay in echelon left position. The lead aircraft lifted off and I
stayed in close formation position, the remaining two aircraft rolling be‐
hind us. I saw the CO’s wheels shudder as he applied his brakes to
stop the wheels rotating and retracted my landing gear in unison.

The lead aircraft then called, “Delta Reds button three go”. Then
transmitted “Departures, Delta Reds climbing through 1,400 feet
tracking 095º”. Departures replied, “Delta Reds identified”. Delta Red
aircraft three and four then formed up in echelon left on me and we
climbed quickly to 4,000 feet. Leaving the coast the CO called the
ship, “Perth, Delta Reds inbound”. HMAS Perth replied, “Delta Reds,
change of requirements, would you attack in line astern from the
west, followed by a second attack from different points of the com‐
pass”. The CO responded, “Perth, Roger”. Then “Delta Reds tac for‐
mation, line astern go”. I reduced power as did Delta Red Three and
Four and we adopted positions 150 metres behind each other.
The lead aircraft then began descending and we levelled out just be‐
low 50 feet above the waves. The horizon was obscured by low
cloud and mist and the visibility was reduced, so I concentrated hard
on maintaining my formation position and height. Our speed was
some 300 knots as we tore along and the sensation was exhilarating.
20 minutes later the formation streamed over the ship and the CO,
called, “Delta Reds echelon left go”. I advanced the throttle to full
power and closed up on the lead aircraft. Neatly in formation the CO
began navigating the group into position for the subsequent attack.
Despite the low altitude and the concentration required to maintain a
close formation position, my thoughts began to wander back to the
previous night, which I had spent in company with a most beautiful
lady.
Consequently, I failed to keep track of our headings while transiting
into position for the next attack. I became somewhat disorientated
and when the CO transmitted, “Red two anchor, 092”. I was con‐
fused. I thought the ship was
in the opposite direction. I
queried the CO “Red two
say again”. The CO replied
somewhat tersely, as he
didn’t want to prolong the
transmissions,
enabling
HMAS Perth to fix our posi‐
tion. “Red two 092!” I
checked my TACAN naviga‐
tion needle, which was
tuned into the ship and that
was swinging lazily but
seemed to indicate that the
ship was to the east. I there‐
fore assumed that my in‐
bound heading was 092 de‐
grees.
Unbeknown to me the CO
had given me a radial bear‐
ing from the ship. The other
aircraft were dropped off to
anchor by the CO in differ‐
ent positions awaiting the
call to turn inbound by the
lead aircraft. A few minutes
later the CO called, “Delta
Reds, turn inbound”. I
adopted a heading of 092º
and increased my speed
back up to 300 knots. At
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such a low height and with reduced visibility, I didn’t expect to sight the
grey painted ship until within a few miles of it. I wasn’t worried therefore
when I was approaching Bingo fuel state and had still not seen the
ship. The time I had calculated for the 40 nautical mile inbound run
came and went and I started to become concerned. A few minutes later
I heard a faint radio transmission, “Red two come in”. The broadcast
sounded like it was coming from a long distance away.
My fears confirmed, I advanced the power to 100%, began a turn to the
coast and commenced climbing. I then called, “Perth, Red two”. The
CO replied before HMAS Perth responded and asked for my inbound
run heading. I responded, “Red two, 092º”. The CO then called, “You
were heading for New Zealand!” He further transmitted, “We have a
MAYDAY situation on our hands”. I continued climbing rapidly as the
ship RADAR identified me and gave me a heading at my request for
the airstrip at Jervis Bay, the nearest aerodrome.
The rest of the formation were returning to our departure point at
HMAS Albatross, while I experienced a transient sinking feeling in my
stomach, when I realised that I didn’t have enough fuel to make it back
to land. My first thought was that I would have to fly back over the top
of HMAS Perth and eject. I reviewed my ejection procedures and
opened the pockets on my Mae West to re-familiarise myself with the
position of the signal flares and other equipment. After due considera‐
tion however, I determined that if I climbed as high as possible, I may
be able to glide to Jervis Bay, without power. I then adopted this as my
course of action.
My Macchi jet climbed quickly under full power, as the aircraft was very
light, due to its low fuel load. Passing 20,000 feet, the CO called me up
and asked me what my height was. I replied that I was passing 20,000
feet and he instructed me to keep climbing. He called me again a little
while later and asked me to state my height. I responded that I was at
35,000 feet. “Start it down! Start it down!” he exclaimed. I eased the
nose over, reduced my power to idle and adopted a speed of 200
knots. The Macchi carried a fuel load of 2,400 pounds and I was rapidly
approaching this figure, according to the fuel used meter. At 2,400
pounds consumed the engine was still running. 2,405, 2,406, 2,407,
still turning, 2,408 pounds and the engine flamed out and began to
wind down.
I took up the recommended gliding speed of 140 knots and continued
down. I was still some 50 Nautical miles from the coast, where the air‐
field at Jervis Bay was located. As I was passing 15,000 feet a Wessex
helicopter dispatched from HMAS Albatross to the general area of my
approach called up and asked the position of the downed Pilot. I trans‐
mitted to the helicopter and assured them that I was still very much air‐
borne. Approaching the coast at 5,000 feet I was still unable to see my
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destination airfield as it was obscured by 7/8 cumulus cloud, with a
base of 2,000 feet.
At about this time my mate “Bungy” Williams who had been in Red
three during our flight and had returned to base, refuelled and was now
over the airfield at Jervis Bay transmitted. “Red two this is 862 over
Jervis Bay, can you see me?” I replied in the negative, he further trans‐
mitted, “I am flashing my wings”. The Senior Pilot, who had made his
way to the tower at HMAS Albatross to offer support, called up and
said, “Red two don’t worry about him”.
With the airfield still not visible, I decided that I would dive through the
cloud cover and if I could glide to the airfield, I would land at Jervis Bay,
otherwise I would pull up and eject over the land. I determined that I
was almost over the field and was about to nose over when through a
small hole in the clouds I saw the white letters 15. I then transmitted,
“Red two I have the airfield in sight, I have the airfield in sight!” excit‐
edly.
The Senior Pilot asked me to say again and I responded with the same
message, somewhat more calmly. The Senior Pilot then transmitted,
“Just like in training, Coops, and don’t worry about gear or flap speeds”.
As I emerged through the gap in the clouds, I found myself located at
“High Key” at 1,500 feet and 220 knots. The profile for a forced landing
at this position was 2,500 feet and 140 knots. I held my height and cir‐
cled around to “Low Key”, with my speed reducing to the profile speed
of 140 knots at the correct height of 1,500 feet.
From this position I selected gear down and half flap. It was then a sim‐
ple matter to glide around onto final approach, select full flap and touch
down smoothly on Runway 15. As I drew gently to a stop, Bungy trans‐
mitted, “beautiful Coops”.
The flight was over - total glide time 22 minutes.
Glossary:
Bingo fuel: The fuel state calculated that is required to return to base
from the ships position with the required fuel reserve of 300 pounds
remaining.
High Key: A position abeam the touchdown point on the upwind leg at
2,500 feet and 140 knots in the forced landing pattern.
Low Key: A position abeam the touch down point on the downwind leg
at 1,500 feet and 140 knots
TACAN: a navigation system with bearing and range so an aircraft can
locate a ship or airfield.
This article first appeared in ‘Slipstream’ December 2018.♣

The end of the fixed-wing era for the RAN Fleet Air
Arm in mid 1983 also included the Navy’s Macchi
Trainers, with the surviving eight airframes
transferred to the RAAF.
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